The Perfect Caller
by Keith Connes
As someone who has been contra dancing for the past eight years or so, I have formed some definite ideas
about what I would look for in a perfect caller. I say “would” look for because nobody’s perfect, although we certainly
are blessed in this area with some very excellent callers. Anyway, for what it’s worth, here are my views on what
makes for perfection in a caller.
Having good teaching skills. The perfect caller has a good eye for the ratio of inexperienced to
experienced dancers and knows just how much time to spend teaching a dance. When there’s a somewhat
complicated figure done by, say, the number one couples — such as a half figure eight or contra corners — the
perfect caller will take a moment to allow the number two couples to walk it through also. Also, for those dances
where the couples that are out will have to do something unusual to get back in, the caller should make sure that
the process is understood.
During a walkthrough, the caller will use terms that are customary to us. This may seem obvious, but on a
number of occasions I’ve seen a caller use a lot of verbiage to explain a familiar figure, whereas if he had simply
said, for example, “Go down the hall four in line,” most of us would have instantly gotten the message. (I have a rule
of thumb that says that if teaching a dance takes more than a third of the time of the entire dance, something’s
wrong.)
Making the sets (reasonably) even. I feel that the perfect caller takes a firm hand in modifying lines
that are vastly uneven in length. Often the call to “Line up for another contra dance” triggers our famed Center Set
Syndrome, with an ever-evolving line that threatens to engulf Barry and spill out onto Carrillo Street. Meanwhile, a
neighboring nucleus of eight lonely souls looks forlornly for companionship. Some callers mildly suggest that an
equalization would be nice. My perfect caller takes a firmer hand to ensure a well balanced dance. Jonathan
Southard likes the personal touch: “Steve, would you please take all the dancers below you to the set on your left?
Perfect!” Gary Shapiro invokes the Busby Berkeley high-choreography approach: “To start this dance, number twos
in this set slide to your right.” Before the dancers realize it, the Center Set has mutated into two manageable lines.
Magical! (A dancer recently complained to me of this tactic: “We want to dance with our friends!” Awwww. Then
how about taking your friends with you to the short line?) Well, I don’t care how the caller does it, as long as the
result is fairly symmetrical, so the dance can flow nicely.
Getting the dancers’ attention. At the start of a walkthrough, some dancers are still talking when it
would be a good time to be listening. That leaves them staring blankly when those who have listened are on the
move. The perfect caller will demand the attention that is his due. Eric Hoffman quashes the babble by simply
intoning “Shhhhhh.” (Jeff Spero tried this on a recent evening and then exclaimed, in surprise, “Hey — that
worked!”) If the caller makes it clear what he expects of the dancers, most will cooperate.
Scanning for trouble. In my view, this is the area of greatest weakness among many otherwise excellent
callers. During each dance, I think it’s imperative that the caller keeps a constant scan of all of the sets until she is
absolutely convinced that everybody’s got it. Many times I’ve seen a caller stop calling too early in the dance and
then gaze at the ceiling or start checking out her card for the next dance. I remember one caller who, early in a
dance, actually left the stage to become a dancer — totally oblivious to the fact that another set, composed primarily
of neophytes, had deteriorated into a cattle stampede. Other callers, such as Drew Tronvig and Eric Hoffman, will
descend to the floor for the more worthwhile purpose of homing in on a trouble spot and directing traffic.
Anticipating the next figure. During any dance, it’s basic that the caller should announce a figure during
the measure that precedes it, so the dancers will have adequate notice as to what to do next. Inexperienced callers
will often wait until the start of the figure, which is, of course, too late. When I see an experienced caller likewise fall
behind, my guess is that he did not practice calling that dance.
Balancing the program. It’s fairly standard practice to start with some easy dances and then move
seamlessly into dances that are progressively more complicated. Then toward the end of the first or second half, the
caller will wind things down with another easy dance or two on the assumption that the dancers may be getting
tired and/or brain dead. The perfect caller will continually gauge the level of attentiveness throughout the evening

and will adjust her program as necessary.
Putting pizzaz into it. The perfect caller infuses the dance with his vitality, which becomes contagious.
The caller is, after all, the leader — the father (or mother) figure — and his or her high spirits can pick up the
entire hall. This doesn’t require nonstop hyperexertion — in fact, the energy can ebb and flow for
the sake of variety and pacing. Some callers are more laid back than others; regardless, all the good ones create a
following via their own brand of charisma.
Well, those are some of my personal standards for defining the perfect caller. What do you look for in a
caller? Feel free to chime in with your opinion!
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